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Wireless sensor networks suffer from limited resources, in particular finite energy supply. A common way to save energy is reducing radio transmissions by using in-network data aggregation, which is very sensitive to non-cooperative nodes, e.g.,
nodes that have been compromised by an attacker. Usually, security to such attacks can only be achieved by spending considerably more energy. In this paper, we present the ESAWN
framework, a highly customizable protocol for secure in-network data aggregation. The main contribution of ESAWN is providing gracefully degrading security guarantees, in particular
dataauthenticity. Instead of providing ‘full’ authenticity, we only
assure an aggregate to be authentic with a given probability.
This is done by propagating aggregates on redundant paths, allowing other nodes to check correctness. Hence, a user can
trade-off security against energy in a very fine-grained manner.
We present both analytical and MICA2-based simulation results, showing the practicality of our approach. For example,
with 10% compromised nodes, ESAWN saves, up to 70% energy while degrading authenticity by 5%.

I

INTRODUCTION

Data aggregation: A typical task of wireless sensor networks is
the measurement of data and its transportation towards a data
sink. In-network data aggregation is the most common way to
reduce network communication and thus energy-consumption
[1]. For this, each node that receives measurements aggregates them using a defined aggregation function and forwards
the resulting aggregate to the sink. This substantially reduces
the data-volume to transmit and saves a lot of energy compared
to simply forwarding each individual measurement to the sink.
Fig. 1 shows a sensor network used for fire detection. Four sensor nodes a, b, c, and d measure the room temperature and report their measurements as ‘node;temperature’ towards the
sink. On each intermediate hop, there is the possibility of datafusion by aggregation of incoming data and simple forwarding
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In the framework, the user can specify the probability P that an
aggregate finally received at the data sink is authentic. The
higher P is set, the higher the resulting energy consumption and
the higher the security level provided. Furthermore, per node
energy and memory consumption are independent to the total
number of nodes in the network and scale with O(1).

of a possible fire’s location. If the reported temperature exceeds
100ºC, the aggregation node sends ‘1;areacode’ and ‘0’ otherwise. In this example, node x receives input from nodes a and b
and sends ‘1;A’ to node z. This is interpreted as the detection of
a fire in area A. Node z combines the reports of nodes x and y,
so an aggregate can be an input value for another aggregation,
i.e., the aggregation cascades. An aggregation-tree represents
the hierarchy created by the different aggregation paths in the
sensor network.

x

Fig. 1

The ESAWN framework can be instantiated in multiple ways. In
this paper, we discuss three increasingly powerful instances
called ESAWN-1, ESAWN-2, and ESAWN-NR (see Fig. 2).
These three instances differ in the amount of effort, spent to detect forged aggregates by varying datatransport, -encryption
and -aggregation. ESAWN-2 adds resilience, i.e., faulty aggregation values can be masked (Soundness). ESAWN-NR additionally also provides the property of Non-Repudiation.

Example for data aggregation in sensor networks

Compromised nodes: If the sensor data is sensitive or valuable,
the aggregation process must be protected by a security mechanism. Since sensor nodes are typically not tamper-proof,
physical access to a sensor node allows an attacker to gain not
only knowledge of the data stored on this nodes, but also enables him to reprogram the node to achieve his goals [2]. This
threat leads to the question of how to perform data aggregation
securely, i.e., how to compute correct aggregates even if nodes
within the aggregation tree behave maliciously. To illustrate the
problem, think of node y in Fig. 1 being compromised by an attacker, i.e., this node behaves maliciously. Node y could report
‘1;B’, even if c reported something different.
Authentic aggregation: There are many security properties of
data aggregation. The one which we are interested in is authenticity. Authenticity of data aggregation means that all aggregates computed within the aggregation tree reflect the true results of the measurements, i.e., the result is unbiased. In the
example sketched in Fig. 1, neither z nor the data sink have the
possibility to verify the correctness of the aggregation if y behaves maliciously. Thus, y can influence the aggregation in
such a way that false aggregates are computed without being
detected. As a result, aggregation provides no authenticity.
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Main Contributions

This article proposes a novel, generic framework for probabilistic, authentic aggregation in wireless sensor networks. Based
on ideas, first suggested as basic ESAWN [3], [4], we introduce
major security improvements, not provided before, e.g., NonRepudiation, which aims at identifying misbehaving nodes.
As with the basic ESAWN protocol, our framework focuses on
mid-size sensor networks of some thousands of nodes. Our
protocol allows arbitrary aggregation functions and enables an
authenticity-energy tradeoff. Furthermore, it improves the resilience and adds the security property of Non-Repudiation. We
propose an abstract meta protocol that can be instantiated with
different parameters to yield protocols of different strengths and
energy costs.
PIK 32 (2009) 2
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Different security levels provided by the ESAWN framework

The basic idea of the ESAWN framework is to use a configurable number of redundant aggregation paths along the aggregation tree towards the sink. The aggregated values travel along
the redundant paths and are compared by different nodes. The
comparison can be used to detect and correct false aggregation values. Here, the challenge is coping with multiple and cooperating compromised nodes. We assume that the number of
misbehaving nodes is given as a fraction E of all nodes n within
the network. Just like P, E is also an protocol parameter.
As additional contributions we formalize the concept of authentic aggregation, we provide proof sketches of the correctness of
the framework, and we provide analytical and empirical results
that document the powerful energy-security tradeoff of the
framework protocols.

B

Outline of paper

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
gives the formal system model. Section III formalizes the problem of authentic aggregation. Section IV describes the protocol
framework in detail whereas Section VI evaluates it. A correctness proof is given in Section V. Finally, Section VIII concludes
this paper.

II SYSTEM MODEL
The following assumptions are made regarding aggregation
trees and functions, key distribution and the attacker model.

A

Aggregation Trees and Network Topology

We model a sensor network as an aggregation tree T = (V,o)
where V is the set of sensor nodes and o V × V is the aggre117
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gation relation. If v o v', we say that v' has an incoming edge
(from v) and v has an outgoing edge (to v'). We assume |V | = n,
and each sensor node in V has an unique identifier.
The aggregation relation satisfies the following properties:
1) There exists a unique node r  V that has only incoming
edges. This node is called root node.
2) Every node v  V \ {r} has exactly one outgoing edge v o v'.
The node v' is called the parent of v and v is called a source
of v'.

D

We assume robust communication along the edges of the aggregation tree, e.g., by the use of a Stop-and-Wait-mechanism
as provided by TinyOS [6]. Higher bit error rates require more
retransmissions to compensate packet loss. Here, ESAWN
makes no difference to other communication protocols. We focus on efficient communication at the application level, instead.

E
The set of aggregation nodes is AV. For every aggregation node
v  AV, the number of source nodes is called Gv. The arithmetic
mean of all Gi of all aggregation nodes is denoted G. Nodes without incoming edges are called leaf nodes. Leaf nodes represent
sensors which only measure environmental data while the root
node represents the base station or data sink.
As an example, consider Fig. 1, where V is defined as V = {a, b,
c, d, x, y, z, sink} and the aggregation relation is defined by the
set {a o x, b o x, c o y, d o y, x o z, y o z, z o sink}. Furthermore, G = 2 and the set of leaf nodes is {a, b, c, d}.
In practice, aggregation trees are built using standard mechanisms (see for example Intanagonwiwat et al. [5] or Fasolo et al.
[1]). We assume, that our network topology permits direct communication between nodes being adjacent in the aggregation
tree. Further links are not required, as all communication is
done multi-hop along the aggregation tree’s edges.

B

Aggregation Functions & Traffic Model

For simplicity, we assume a sensor network which periodically
measures data. Measurements flow along the tree towards the
root. During this process they are aggregated, as soon as v received all incoming data. Different traffic models may have influence, e.g., with regard to the aggregation ratio, but this is out
of scope in this work.
We postulate an aggregation function Fv that v uses to compute
aggv, the aggregate of the data of all of the sources of node v. In
general, aggregation can cascade, i.e., a node can be both, an
aggregation node and, simultaneously, a source node for another aggregation node.

C

Ancestors, Descendents and Paths

For any node v, we recursively define for any i t 0 the i-ancestors of node v as follows: Node v is the 0-ancestor of v. If v' is a
i-ancestor of v and v' o v'' then v'' is a (i + 1)-ancestor of v.
For any node v and any i t 0, we define the set of i-descendants
of v to be the set of all nodes for which v is the i-ancestor. So
while ancestors define nodes in the direction towards the root,
descendants define nodes in the direction towards leaf nodes.
In Fig. 1 for example, the sink is the root node of the aggregation tree, z is the 1-descendant of the sink and x is a 2-descendant of the sink. Conversely, z is a 1-ancestor of x and a 2-ancestor of c for example.
A path in T is a sequence of nodes P = v1, v2, …, vl! such that
i  {1, …, l – 1} : vi o vi+1.
118

Communication

Key Setup and Encryption

We assume that any two nodes v, v'  V which need to communicate share a pairwise symmetric key Kv,v' for encryption of all
data. Such keys must have been established in advance using
an appropriate mechanism, e.g., [7], [8].
As we will see later, the ESAWN framework requires that nodes
communicate only with a constant part of the entire set of sensors. Every node therefore has to establish and store O(1)
keys. A detailed memory analysis is given in Section VI.
All messages sent between nodes are encrypted and authenticated using these pairwise keys. To assert authenticity, authenticated encryption [9] is used. This allows the receiver to check
if the received data package was transmitted from the assumed
sender node.
We assume a fixed aggregation tree built up after deployment.
Changes in the aggregation relations, e.g., because of node
movement, need an adaption in key distribution and local node
knowledge, too. However this is out of scope of this framework
and should be addressed by choosing an appropriate key distribution protocol.

F

Attacker Model and Security Parameters

A node can either be honest or compromised. An honest node
correctly follows the protocol. A compromised node can behave
arbitrarily. Arbitrary behavior models the result of an attacker
that can take over full control of the node in the network. Full
control implies knowledge about stored keys and data as well
as the ability to reprogram the node.
We assume a uniformly distributed, static attacker, i.e., an attacker that may choose to compromise a certain fraction E of
nodes in advance, but the attacker cannot later modify his
choice and chooses his victim-nodes randomly and uniformly
distributed. Moreover, sybil attacks, i.e., node cloning, to increase the fraction of nodes which are under the attacker’s control, are impractical, as E is calculated out of the number of
unique nodes, having own key material.
An adaptive attacker, knowing in advance which nodes to attack for best results, is out of scope in this work. In fact, a protocol for verifying authenticity of aggregates respecting this attacker and all previously defined criteria, e.g., arbitrary aggregation functions, would be hard if not impossible to create in
sensor networks.
The choice of E determines the security parameter (t, k) of the
protocol framework. Parameter (t, k) means that at most k out
of t consecutive nodes on any path in the aggregation tree
could be compromised. Choosing k the right way is important
PIK 32 (2009) 2
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for the security-level provided by the framework. Assuming a
fraction of compromised nodes E equally distributed in the network, this can be expressed as k = E · t. Because the attacker
compromises randomly, there may be cases where more than
k consecutive nodes are compromised. In this case, we cannot detect any fraud, which decreases P. The probability for
this and how to come up against this is evaluated later in Section VI-E.

– Completeness: No honest node accepts a forged aggregate.
– Soundness: An honest node accepts every aggregate, i.e.,
the node can mask forgeries of its source nodes when computing its own aggregate.
– Non-Repudiation (NR): Every honest node v can prove to a
third party that it accepted a correct aggregate if and only if
it accepted a correct aggregate. Here, a third party can be
any node with which v shares a secret key.

The value t is chosen to be the minimum value needed to assert
the security guarantees. To achieve completeness, t t k + 1 is
required, thus t = k + 1 is chosen. To achieve soundness, t t 2k
+ 1 is required, thus t = 2k + 1 is chosen. So k should be at least
β
β
set to ⌈ 1−β ⌉ in case of t = k+1 and to ⌈ 1−2β ⌉ in case of t =
2k+1. Completeness and soundness are two of three security
properties our framework will provide. See Fig. 2 and Section III
for details on this.

In ESAWN, to satisfy Completeness we employ a mechanism
to detect forged aggregates. To satisfy Soundness and Completeness, we introduce a mechanism being able to detect and
correct forged aggregates. To realize Non-Repudiation, we use
logging of crypted communication.

x

x

Note that a value t = 0 means that there is no security built into
the protocol, i.e., we do insecure aggregation. Intuitively, the
larger t gets, the more security the protocols offer and the
higher the energy consumption is.
As we are using multi-hop communication, we assume the attacker not to start any kind of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks
in the network, e.g., denial of forwarding messages. Instead
we assume the adversary’s incentive to be unnoticed injection of faulty aggregates or similar attacks against the network. The absence of messages somewhere in the aggregation tree could be a mean to detect a DoS event. However,
because of the complexity of this topic, we keep this for future
research.
We assume the sink to be honest since authentic aggregation
would be impossible otherwise. This is in accordance with
other literature [10]-[12]. Under certain (extensive) assumptions and constraints like stochastic correlation of multiple
measurements [13] it may be possible to detect manipulations
of nodes’ measurements. Our framework focuses on authentic
aggregation, so we assume that nodes are honest with respect
to their measurements. However, ESAWN can be extended
with RANBAR/RANSAC mechanism, if measurement verification is needed.
In other work [10]-[12], it is assumed, that only leaf nodes actually measure data. Inner (i.e., non-leaf) nodes only compute the
aggregation of their sources. With this framework however,
every node can contribute its measurements to the aggregation, as measurements and aggregate calculations on the node
are strictly separated by the protocol.

Fig. 3

Naming example, t = 3

IV ESAWN FRAMEWORK
Every ESAWN protocol instance guarantees at least Completeness of authentic aggregation under the assumption that t t
(k+1). In case t t (2k+1) our framework also guarantees Soundness and is able to realize Non Repudiation (see Fig. 2).

A

Overview

The idea of the ESAWN protocol framework is to propagate aggregates on redundant paths, thereby allowing other nodes to
check the correct aggregation. The ESAWN protocol framework is based on the concept of witness and decider nodes. For
all of its j-descendents, 0 d j < t, node v is a witness node. Note
that the 0-witness of v is v itself. If a 0-witness v has no sources,
then v is a leaf node. Otherwise, v is an aggregation node for its
sources. For any node v, we define the decider node of v to be
the t-ancestor of v. An example is shown in Fig. 3.
Roughly speaking, witness nodes of v redundantly compute the
same aggregate as v does. Then, the decider node of v uses
this information of the witnesses of v to determine the correct
aggregate or to detect at least a forged aggregate as shown below.

III AUTHENTIC AGGREGATION
An honest aggregator node v accepts an aggregate aggv' of one
of its source nodes v', if v uses aggv' in its own aggregation process, i.e., v computes its aggregate aggv = Fv(…, aggv', …) and
forwards it to its parent in the aggregation tree. If v is compromised, then v may compute an aggregate that is forged, i.e.,
which is not equal to the result of applying Fv to the data of all of
v’s source nodes. An aggregate is called the correct aggregate
if it is not forged, i.e., if it is equal to the result of applying Fv to
the data of all of v’s source nodes.
We define the following properties for an algorithm that solves
authentic aggregation:
PIK 32 (2009) 2

B

Protocol parameters

The ESAWN framework provides two user configurable parameters, P and E, and three types or properties (Completeness,
Soundness, Non-Repudiation) to adjust the energysecurity
tradeoff. From these parameters, concrete values for (t, k) are
chosen to assert the demanded level of authenticity P with respect to the fraction of E compromised nodes, as described in
Section II-F. An additional protocol parameter p specifies the
probability of node verification. The higher p is, the higher is the
probability that an aggregation node is checked and the higher
is the energy consumption of the protocol.
119
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ESAWN Protocol Framework

The framework follows these simple rules:
1) A measuring node v regularly measures its environment and
sends its measurement to v’s t witnesses and v’s decider.
2) An aggregating node v waits for values from all of its
sources, computes the aggregation function Fv on these values and sends the resulting aggregate to v’s decider.
3) A witnesses of a node v waits for values from all of the
sources of v, computes the aggregation function Fv on these
values and sends the resulting aggregate to the decider of v.
4) The decider v' of node v waits for messages from all witnesses of v. It then performs a majority vote on the received
values. If there are at least two different values then stopping the protocol for this aggregate achieves Completeness
(this results in ESAWN-1). If there is a majority of values,
then the majority value is accepted by v' to be the correct
value of v to achieve Soundness (this results in ESAWN-2).
5) Witness calculations and the majority vote at the decider
node are done synchronised with probability p. Synchronisation can be implemented using the a shared seed or internal
state for a pseudorandom number generator [14].
6) In case there were differing values at a decider of v, it can
start an identification protocol to identify dishonest nodes
(ESAWN-NR). This consists of disclosing the keys the decider of v used to encrypt its communication with v and v’s
witnesses. Using these keys, all witness nodes can verify
the report by decrypting the commitment they stored before.
See Section IV-D for details.

After that, all nodes that took part in this aggregation (v’s witnesses and v itself) get informed about the existence of compromised nodes. To prove the report, the decider of v reveals
the communication keys it shares with v and v’s witnesses.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Code for aggregating node v :
// v in the role as decider of v ′ :
For all t-descendants v ′ of v do
Wait for data from v ′ and all j-witnesses of
v ′ (1 ≤ j < t).
Perform majority vote
if mismatch detected then
if only achieve Completeness then
stop protocol
if achieve Non Repudiation then
start identification protocol

9
10

// to achieve Completeness and Soundness
Accept majority

11
12

// v in the role as j-witness of v ′ (0 < j < t):
For all j from t − 1 downto 1 do
For all j-descendants v ′ of v do
Wait for data from all sources of v ′ .
Compute result r of aggregation function
Fv′ for v ′
Send r to decider of v ′

13
14
15
16
17

18

// v in the role as aggregator, i.e., 0-descendant of
v:
Wait for data from all sources of v.
Compute aggregation function Fv for v
Send result to decider of v

19

Fig. 4 shows the algorithm in pseudocode presented as local
algorithms of sensor nodes, segmented according to the roles
that the node might play. For simplicity, probabilistic verification
is omitted in the pseudocode, i.e., p = 100% is assumed.
Remember that any node v can take measurement, do aggregation or both at a time. In the latter case, it must follow both
protocol directions, for a measuring and for an aggregating
node.
Further, all communication is done multi-hop using the shortest paths along the aggregation tree without skipping intermediate nodes, other communication links are not assumed to be
available. While the shortest path is the intuitive alternative for
communicating, it is not applicable in conjunction with NonRepudiation. Here, all communication is rerouted via the aggregation node v to enable all witnesses of v and v itself to
save their commitment (the sent data). Refer to Section IV-D
for details.
As a node communicates with nodes up to t levels upand downwards in the aggregation tree, nodes need knowledge about
the tree structure of this constant fraction of the whole tree. All
communication is performed using authentic encryption (recall
Sect. II-E).

D

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Code for measuring node v :
// v in the role as leaf node (“0-witness of v”):
Wait for next timing period to begin
Measure value
Send value to all j-witnesses of v (1 ≤ j < t)
and decider of v

Fig. 4

ESAWN Pseudocode

These nodes can now verify the report by using the keys provided to decrypt the previously logged data. This data contains
the encrypted values that passed the node during communication. Remember, that all communication is routed via v. As a result, all nodes logged the needed information to verify a report.
Because an attacker could provoke key revelation to get the
keys, it must be noted, that revealed keys can no longer be
used for securing communication. Instead new keys must be
distributed using an appropriate mechanism, see Section II-E.
The implied overhead is expected to be low, because the detection of compromised node is not the normal case.

Identification protocol

Using the framework’s instance ESAWN-NR, the decider of a
node v can determine compromised nodes that sent faulty aggregates as these aggregates form a minority of at most k out
of t values. Because of t t 2k+1 and the authentic encryption of
values, the decider can assign each faulty aggregate to a compromised node.
120

20

E

Examples

In the following, all three ESAWN instances are illustrated by
focusing on a sub-path of an aggregation path and describing
the actions taken there by the protocol. To keep illustrations
simple, we assume G = 1 and k = 1.
PIK 32 (2009) 2
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vote, and the task assignment, this is similar to the previous example using ESAWN-2.
What differs here, is the communication order between the
nodes. This is, because ESAWN-NR takes care about every
witness node and the aggregation node itself can ‘see’ what the
other nodes send to the decider node if only in an encrypted
version. This commitment is used to prevent repudiation of sent
data. This is the reason for node d to not directly send its aggregation result to node e but making a detour via node b. The
same holds for node c.
The encryption done here is somewhat more complex than with
ESAWN-2. This is required to make the forgery of values impossible, once sent from the originator (see Fig. 5(c)).
Imagine c being compromised, i.e., it is agg0b = agg2b z agg1b .
Node e detects agg1b differing from the other values and sends
an alarm message to nodes b and d including its communication keys (b, e) and (c, e). Node b, that stored EKbe (agg0b , EKce
(agg1b , EKde (agg2b ))) before, decrypts this package and sees that
agg1b z agg0b . Node d, that stored EKce (EKbe (agg0b , EKce (agg1b , EKde
(agg2b )))) decrypts this package and sees that agg1b z agg2b . Both
are now convinced that c is compromised. Together with e, they
inform all their ancestors and the sink of this fraud.

V CORRECTNESS
Fig. 5

Example message flows for all three framework instances

1) ESAWN-1: Fig. 5(a) shows a part of an aggregation path
currently processing the aggregation at node b using ESAWN1. Assume that nodes b and c have all the required input data,
in this case this is agga, to carry out the aggregation and calculate aggb = F(agga).
Then, node b sends its aggregate to its decider d. Node c is the
1-witness of b. It calculates aggb for itself and sends it to b’s decider, too. Both messages are encrypted, using the pairwise
symmetric key between the communicating nodes (b, d) and (c,
d) respectively. If the aggregates do not match, node d will stop
the aggregation (alternatively it could propagate an alarm message towards the sink node to inform it about the fraud).
2) ESAWN-2: Fig. 5(b) shows a part of an aggregation path
currently processing the aggregation at node b using ESAWN2. Assume again that nodes b, c, and d have all required input
data, in this case this is agga, to carry out the aggregation and
calculate aggb = F(agga).
Then, node b and both witness nodes, c and d, send their calculated aggregate to node e, the decider node for this step.
agg0b represents the value calculated by node b. agg1b and agg0b
these of nodes b and c. Node e does a majority-vote on the received values agg0b , agg1b and agg2b . If at most k values (in this
example one value) are wrong here, the majority-vote will find
the correct value for the aggregate and compensate this fraud.
As with ESAWN-1, all messages are encrypted, using the pairwise symmetric key between the communicating nodes (b, e),
(c, e) and (d, e) but communicated multi-hop.
3) ESAWN-NR: Fig. 5(c) shows a part of an aggregation path
currently processing the aggregation at node b using ESAWNNR. Regarding to the aggregation calculations, the majorityPIK 32 (2009) 2

We now give the main lines of the correctness proof of the ESAWN protocol instances. Before doing this, observe that for t =
0, the scheme reduces to non-authentic aggregation. To see
this, note that if t = 0 and v' o v, then v is the decider of v'. Furthermore, if t = 0 then no node has j-witnesses with j t 1. Therefore, a measuring node sends its measured value only to its decider and an aggregation node aggregates its values and
sends it to its decider. The decider does nothing apart from accepting this value in its own aggregation.
So, now consider the case where t > 0. We prove this general
case by induction over the level of an aggregate as it flows
along the tree towards the root. The level of an aggregate at
node v is the longest path from v to a leaf node. For example,
the level of a leaf node is 0 and the level of v which has only leaf
nodes as sources is 1, etc. The following theorem states that
ESAWN satisfies Completeness.
Theorem 5.1: For all levels l t 0 holds: No honest node v at
level l accepts a forged value.
To prove Theorem 5.1, we make the following useful observations.
Lemma 5.2: The j-witness of v is a (j + 1)-witness of a j-ancestor of v.
To prove the base case of Theorem 5.1, consider node v at
level l < t. Now two cases can occur: (1) v is a leaf node, or (2)
v is not a leaf node. Case 1 is trivial, because a leaf node never
accepts anything. In case 2 and because l < t, node v cannot be
a decider for any node. But v is a witness for other nodes.
In an additional induction over all nodes of which v is witness,
we prove the following statement: v in its role as j-witness of v''
computes the correct value of v''. As a base, we consider the
largest j such that v is j-witness of v'. In this case, all sources of
121
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v' must be leaves. From the algorithm, every leaf sends its
value to every witness, so v receives values from all sources of
v'. Since leaves are honest by definition, v computes the correct
value of v'. In the induction step consider node v'' of which v is
(j – 1)-witness and assume that v has computed the correct
value in its role as j-witness of v'. Using Lemma 5.2, we can
show that if v computes the correct value of v', then v also computes the correct value of v''.
In the inductive step of Theorem 5.1, we prove the theorem for
all cases where l t t, assuming that the theorem is true for all
levels l' < l. If v accepts a value r, then v does this in its role as
decider of some node v'. If there is a mismatch in values and t
< 2k + 1 the algorithm stops. In this case, no further node in
higher levels accepts any value and the proof is completed. In
case t t 2k + 1, r was the majority value of the values sent by v'
and all witnesses of v'. Since t t 2k+1 the majority value can
only be from honest nodes. From the induction hypothesis,
these values were correct and hence v accepts a correct value
of v'. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
It is much easier to see that ESAWN satisfies Soundness. The
central idea of the proof is the following lemma, which follows
directly from the attacker assumption and the use of redundant
paths in the ESAWN framework.

lated aggregate. In total, (n – 1) messages are transported. So,
per node energy consumption scales with O(1).
2) ANA: ANA uses no aggregation, so each leaf node (Gh in total) sends its measurement. All other nodes just forward these
messages along the aggregation tree towards the sink. The
number of hops is the height h of the tree. Because h = logG(1 +
(G – 1)n) – 1, this means a total of

f (n, δ) := h · δ h = (logδ (1 + (δ − 1)n) − 1) ·

n(δ − 1) + 1
δ

messages to be transported. Because of

lim

n→∞

δ−1
f (n, δ)
=
<∞
n logδ n
δ

per node energy consumption scales with O(log n).
3) ESAWN-1: Every node sends its aggregate encrypted using
(k+1) different keys to its parent. This results in (k+1) messages. The parent node forwards k out of this (k + 1) messages,
and so on. Summarized, each node sends

(k + 1) +

k


δ i (k − i + 1)

i=1

Lemma 5.3: If t t 2k + 1, then every honest decider eventually
collects k messages.
The correctness of the value-commitment protocol is at the
heart of proving that ESAWN also satisfies Non-Repudiation.
The central technical step to follow Non-Repudiation from this
is the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4: Every witness of v commits itself towards all other
witnesses of v on the value it sends to the decider.

messages. With respect to the total number of nodes n, this
scales with O(1).
Second, each node encrypts its aggregate (k+1)-many times
and decrypts data from all his descendants up to (k+1) levels
below, i.e.,
k+1


δh =

h=1

δ k+2 − δ
δ−1

This scales with O(1) with respect to n, too. So, ESAWN-1’s total energy consumption scales with O(1).
VI EVALUATION
For evaluation purposes, we compare the ESAWN protocols to
two simple aggregation protocols:
Non-Authentic Aggregation (NAA): NAA uses standard aggregation as with directed diffusion [5] to achieve an efficient but
non-authentic data transport. As a protocol for authentic aggregation cannot require less energy than a protocol providing
non-authentic aggregation, comparing this framework with NAA
as a lower bound, helps to determine the additional expenses
for authenticity.
Authentic Non-Aggregation (ANA): ANA uses simple, but secure packet forwarding towards the sink for data transport. To
provide security, each leaf node authentically encrypts its
measurement using a pairwise secret key shared with the sink.
After receiving all data, the sink computes the aggregate itself.
As there is no in-network processing, ANA provides traditional
authenticity.

A

2k


(δ i +

i=0

i


δj )

j=1

Second, each node encrypts its own aggregate and the aggregates calculated as a witness. This sums up to
2k

j=0

δj =

δ 2 k+1 − 1
δ−1

encryptions. As a decider, each node needs to decrypt (2k+1)
aggregates. As a node is decider for each descendant (2k+1)
levels below, this results in G2k+1 · (2k + 1) decryptions. So, ESAWN-2’s total energy consumption also scales with O(1).

Upper Bounds for Energy Consumption

1) NAA: NAA uses no encryption or decryption, so energy
costs only arise due to communication. During protocol execution, each node transfers exactly one message, i.e., the calcu122

4) ESAWN-2: An aggregation node x can be i-witness, i  {0 …
2k}, for different nodes. Depending on i, x has to send a different number of messages. For x’s own aggregation (i = 0), x
sends one message to its decider. As 1-witness, it sends one
message for each of its G children and forwards one message
for each of them. For the i-witness, this sums up to Gi own mesj
i
sages and 6j=1 G forwarded messages. For every i  {0 … 2k},
the total number of messages adds up for x to

5) ESAWN-NR: As with ESAWN-2, every node is witness for all
its descendants up to 2k levels below. In contrast to ESAWN-2,
data is not only sent in direction towards the sink node. This increases the total number of messages sent.
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Fig. 6 Per node energy consumption of one protocol run, G = 2

Again, we look at aggregation node x. For x’s own aggregation
it sends one message containing the aggregate and forwards
2k messages, x received from its witnesses. As the first decider,
it sends one message to each of the G children to verify and forwards the G · (2k – 1) messages from the other verifiers to them.
Thus, as the i-witness x sends Gi(2k + 1 – i) messages. In addition, for each aggregation node to verify, x sends (2k + 1) messages towards the decider.
Summarized for every i  {0 … 2k}, this results in up to
2k


δ i · (2k + 1) +

i=0

2k


(δ i · (2k + 1 − i))

Second, each node does encryptions like with ESAWN-2, but in
addition encrypts all messages sent towards the decider node,
to enable Non-Repudiation. So, the total number of encryptions
here is
2k 2k−j



δ i · (2k + 2)

j=0 i=0

The same applies for each decider role, where (2k+1) more decryptions are needed. This sums up to a total of
2k


The simulation is based on the energy consumption and parameters of the MICA2/TinyOS sensor platform [6], [17], [18]. Network sizes of several thousands of nodes, as they are to be expected in the future, are evaluated. With smaller networks, the
overhead of authentic aggregation reduces efficiency namable.
For each simulation run, the network size n, the degree of aggregation G and the protocol specific parameters k and p were varied. Table I sums up all important protocol parameters used.
1) Per node energy consumption: Fig. 6(a) shows the energy
consumption per node of a run with all ESAWN in stances. A
complete run is the measurement of environmental data at all
leaf nodes and its transportation to the sink node. The shown
simulation results use G = 2 when building an aggregation tree.

δ i · (4k + 3)

i=1

decryptions. ESAWN-NR’s total energy consumptions also
scales with O(1).
6) Summary: All protocol instances of our framework scale efficiently with O(1) regarding network size. It must be noted, that
increasing k causes an exponential increase of message complexity. However, even large fractions of compromised nodes
(e.g., E = 20%), do need only small numbers of k (e.g., k = 3).

Simulation Results of Energy Consumption

The ESAWN framework was implemented in GloMoSim [15], a
discrete event simulation environment, for evaluation and in TinyOS [6] for demonstration purposes [16]. In GloMoSim, so
called runs were simulated. During a run, each leaf measures a
single data item and sends it towards the sink – using the aggregation tree, possibly computing aggregates, and so forth.
PIK 32 (2009) 2

The energy consumption of such a run was calculated out of
the number of messages sent and the number of encryption
and decryption operations. We also took different, exemplified
aggregation functions Fv into account: a single integer addition
as a ‘cheap’ and an RC5-encryption as an ‘expensive’ aggregation function. However, the impact on the total energy consumption was negligible compared to the energy consumption of
message transfer and the large amount of required en- and decryptions.

i=1

messages sent by x.

B

For aggregation, each node waits for receiving data items from
all child nodes in the tree. As we assume reliable data transport, the algorithm finally terminates.

Comparing the graphs, which show the energy consumption for
ESAWN-1 with k = 1 and k = 3, you can see that a larger k leads
to a higher energy consumption. A larger k means using more
witness nodes, which results in a higher degree of security but
also in a higher number of messages and thus energy consumption. This influence on the energy consumption is similar
with ESAWN-2 and ESAWN-NR.
Furthermore, ESAWN-NR consumes more energy than ESAWN-2, and ESAWN-2 consumes more than ESAWN-1 using
the same protocol parameters. This is a result of ESAWN-2 requiring twice as much witness nodes as ESAWN-1 for the same
k. ESAWN-NR, in contrast, uses the same number of witness
nodes as ESAWN-2 does. The higher energy consumption of
ESAWN-NR is due to the modification in the protocol’s communication ‘detours’.
Aside of this unavoidable extra costs for a higher security level,
all ESAWN instances scale well: per node energy consumption
is bound to O(1) with respect to the total number of nodes.
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2) Energy savings using authentic aggregation: Using one of
the ESAWN instances yields to energy savings compared to
Non-Aggregated Authentic communication. The following simulation results show energy-savings possible.
Fig. 6(b) compares all three ESAWN instances using k = 1 and
k = 3 to NAA (lower bound) and ANA (upper bound). The
amount of energy that can be saved varies with the protocol
and its parameters.

4) ESAWN-2: Each node has to manage (2 k + 1) · G2k+1 incoming values, i.e., (2k+1) values for all G2k+1 nodes, this node is decider for. This scales with O(1).
5) ESAWN-NR: Memory consumption regarding incoming values is identically to ESAWN-2. Regarding Non-Repudiation,
each node has to store (2k+1) encrypted values for each aggregation it is aggregation node or witness for. As these are up to
62kh=1 Gh aggregations, memory consumption increases with O(1):

Table I Simulation Parameters

(2k + 1) ·

simulation environment

GloMoSim [15]

node placement

uniformly distributed

aggregation tree

following n and G, see Section II-A

message length

56 bytes [18]

measurement size

32 bit

payload

29 bytes [18]

data rate

38,4 kBit/s [18]

radio energy

16 mA [18]

CPU energy

5 mA [19], [17]

energy per message

245 µAs [17]

cipher

RC5 [9]

energy per en-/decryption

1,3 µAs [19]

energy per aggregation

neglected, see Section VI

It is quite interesting that is also possible to choose configurations that are inefficient, regarding energy consumption. This is
the case, when the energy consumption exceeds the one of
ANA. An example is ESAWN-NR using k = 3 here. In this case
it is more energy-efficient to use non-aggregating communication if strict authenticity is needed or to reduce k, resulting in
weaker level of authenticity.

C

Upper Bounds for Memory consumption

As with energy, memory resources are very limited with current
sensor nodes. However, the framework’s memory consumption
also scales well regarding the total number of nodes in the network.
1) NAA: Each aggregation nodes has to manage G incoming
values and one outgoing aggregation value, which sums up to
G + 1 values in memory. This scales with O(1).
2) ANA: Each aggregation node only forwards the incoming
value, i.e., at one time, there is only one value to manage –
scales with O(1).
3) ESAWN-1: Each aggregation node v has to manage
k+1

h=1

δh =

δ k+2 − δ
δ−1

incoming values, i.e., values from all nodes (k + 1)-levels below
v in the aggregation tree. These are the nodes that v is witness
for. This scales with O(1).
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2k

h=1

D

δh =




δ 2 k+1 − 1 (2 k + 1)
δ−1

Simulation Results of Memory consumption

In our implementation, memory consumption was examined
from different perspectives: average Memory consumption Per
Node (MPN), average Memory consumption Per Aggregation
node only (MPA), and the maximum of memory consumption
(MAX) of all nodes. As leaf nodes typically require less memory
for the protocols compared to aggregation nodes near the sink,
this allows a detailed analysis of memory consumption.
Looking at Fig. 7(a), you can see the memory consumption in
all three cases using k = 1. Memory consumption is quite low,
as there are only a few nodes to be verified. Compared to this,
Fig. 7(b) shows a significant higher memory consumption with
k = 3. There is an exponential increase when using higher values for k. However, memory consumption does not increase
with the increasing total number of nodes in the network n.

E

Probability of Authentic Aggregation P

Depending on the ESAWN protocol instance, the network parameters n and E, and the chosen protocol parameters t and p,
there is a different probability P for the ‘final’ aggregate received
at the sink being authentic.
For an authentic, ‘final’ aggregate, every aggregation node has
to be honest or, if it is compromised, it must be verified: P = (1
A
– E + E · p)| V|. Here, AV is the subset of all aggregation
h−1 i nodes
A, which is verified during this run, i.e., AV =
i=t δ . Note
that AV  A, as nodes near the sink are only witnesses and deciders, but do not need to compute their own aggregates, which
is done by the sink.
Table II presents simulation results with n = 1000, G = 2, and
varying k, p. With E = 10%, k = 2 and p = 100%, ESAWN-1 asserts an authenticity of around 60% for the sink’s aggregate. If
the security demand is higher, k needs to be increased. With
lower fractions of compromised nodes, e.g., E = 1%, p < 100%
can reduce the energy consumption while still providing a significant level of authenticity. As you can see from Table II and
Fig. 6(b), even with a high security demand P = 95:3%, a high
fraction of compromised nodes E = 10%, and a network of n =
10,000 nodes, more than 30% energy can be saved compared
to Authentic Non-Aggregation.

F

Summary

We showed using analytical and simulative evaluation, that our
framework scales well regarding network size, both in terms of
memory consumption and communication complexity. Finally,
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Fig. 7 Per node memory consumption

we discussed how n, t and p influence the probability of authentic aggregation P and highlighted some exemplary configurations. The results show that, with this framework, it is possible
to trade off energy consumption and authenticity in a fine
grained manner.

VII RELATED WORK
There are various of aggregation techniques available [1].
Most, if not all target the reduction of data volume and thus minmize communication related energy consumption. However, securing aggregation with regard to authenticity is not trivial, especially in wireless sensor networks:
One approach to provide authentic data aggregation is to transport data in encrypted form only and to use privacy homomorphisms to compute functions on encrypted data [20]. While this
is an elegant approach, it is only feasible with certain, linear, aggregation functions like addition and multiplication, but not with
conditional statements or comparisons within the aggregation
function. In addition, privacy homomorphisms are vulnerable to
known-plaintext, chosen-plaintext and replay attacks [21]. Finally, nodes aggregating data cannot contribute own measurements into the aggregation.
Table II Possibility of authentic aggregation, using n = 1000 and G = 2
E

k

p

P (ESAWN-1)

P (ESAWN-2/-NR)

1%

1

50%

5.0%

5.2%

1%

1

90%

52.4%

50.1%

1%

1

100%

94.6%

89.5%

1%

2

100%

99.9%

99.7%

10%

1

100%

0.4%

0.1%

10%

2

100%

60.6%

13.7%

10%

3

100%

95.3%

60.1%

SIA [11] and its extension [22] use a statistical verification process by asking a randomly chosen set of nodes for the data they
sent. Depending on the aggregation function it is now possible
to make statements whether the aggregate is correct or not.
While being rather efficient, there is no general mechanism in
SIA to deal with arbitrary aggregation functions (up to now only
average or median have been investigated). Similarly, SDAP
[23] tries to detect outliers, i.e., values differing from a mean.
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SDAP is also restricted to average and median aggregation
functions. Moreover, this approach additionally requires more
than one node monitoring the same phenomenon, which might
be unrealistic in many scenarios. This also applies to interleaved hop-by-hop authentication [12], where a majority-vote
based protocol for filtering maliciously injected data is presented.
SAWN [10] (Secure Aggregation for Wireless Sensor Networks) uses hash-chains for authenticity, i.e., every sensor
node shares a secret with the sink. This secret is the basis for
construction of a hash-chain. Every measurement uses the current element of its hash-chain to calculate a commitment that is
sent towards the sink. After receiving all commitments, the sink
broadcasts the previous elements of all hash-chains into the
network. This enables all nodes to verify received commitments
and provides security against up to one compromised node.
Apart from its low resilience, another drawback of SAWN is that
nodes can verify the received aggregate only in a delayed manner, i.e., the sink has to collect all commitments first and then
re-broadcasts.
Srikanth and Toueg [24] study the problem of authenticated
broadcasts in general distributed message passing systems
and proposed a simple broadcast protocol based on redundant
message paths. This was done, however, using all-to-all communication and without focus on data aggregation.
Proof Sketches [25] is an approach to provide a verification
mechanism using cryptographic signatures and Flajolet-Martin
sketches. However, this needs a central public key infrastructure and complex cryptographic operations, which are both not
common in wireless sensor networks.
In ESAWN [3] (Extended SAWN), nodes achieve authentication
by using redundant message paths which are recursively defined through the aggregation tree. ESAWN allows use of arbitrary aggregation functions but ensures only the most basic authentication: If the sink receives a result, then it is authentic. An
attacker can therefore easily perform a denial-of-service attack
on the protocol. To save energy, ESAWN proposes to perform
authenticity checks only with a certain probability p. Such authenticity differs considerably from conventional definitions of
authenticity assuming classical strict authenticity, i.e., authenticity of each piece of data with probability 100%. Thus ESAWN
exhibits a tradeoff between authenticity and energy. Being an
extended abstract, the paper [3] lacks proper formalization and
correctness proofs. This was improved later [4], but for the basic ESAWN protocol only.
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VIII CONCLUSION
Saving energy contradicts authenticity verification. In this paper, we presented the ESAWN protocol framework that provides a user customizable security vs. energy trade-off for aggregation in sensor networks. We presented three protocol instances, each offering different levels of authenticity resulting in
different energy costs.
Furthermore, the ESAWN framework allows to probabilistically
relax authenticity, resulting in clearly weaker security, but also
less energy consumption. Depending on the user’s requirements for security and energy-saving, he can tailor all three protocol instances and setup their parameters. Simulations indicate that large energy savings are possible. For example, with
1% compromised nodes, ESAWN saves between up to 50%
energy by degrading authenticity by 5-10% while still providing
Non-Repudiation. Without, even 90% of energy savings are
possible.
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